LANCASTER CITY QUIZ LEAGUE (Knock-Out Semi-Final)
Set by Blue Anchor B (Bolton-le-Sands)

MONDAY 25th APRIL 2016

Required answers are in BOLD CAPITALS

(nb: Two or three part questions balance out over the quiz as a whole)

Tomorrow, April 26th, as you are probably aware, is the birthday of one of Rock and Roll’s most influential
guitarists. To mark this occasion tonight’s quiz celebrates the music of Duane Eddy, with the rounds taking
their titles from a selection of the eighteen Top Thirty hits he achieved between 1958 and 1963.

ROUND ONE: REBEL ROUSER (Duane’s first UK hit, reaching Number 19 in September 1958)
Which comedian starred in the 1960 film The Rebel about a suburban
businessman who moves to Paris in an attempt to become an artist?

TONY HANCOCK

1B

Who was the lead singer of the 1970’s glam-rock band Cockney Rebel?

STEVE HARLEY

2A

During the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381 a contingent of rebels from Kent led
by Wat Tyler marched on London. Who was on the throne at the time?

RICHARD II

What did the British call the secret society (also known as the Militia
United in Righteousness) which rebelled against foreign influence in
China between 1899 and 1901?

BOXERS

Published in 2006, Rabble-Rouser for Peace by John Allen is the
authorised biography of which African churchman?

DESMOND TUTU

3B

Which Japanese company makes a motorcycle called the Rouser?

KAWASAKI

4A

What was the colourful name given to the escaped slaves in Jamaica who
rebelled against English rule in the 18th century from their hideouts in the
remote interior of the island – the name deriving from the Spanish word
cimarrones meaning mountaineers?

MAROONS

Which historical novelist wrote the Starbuck series of books set in the
American Civil War, the first of which was called Rebel?

BERNARD CORNWELL

1A

2B

3A

4B

Spare: Larry Knechtel, one of Duane Eddy’s backing group The Rebels, won a
Grammy Award in 1970 for his piano work on which Simon & Garfunkel
Number 1 record of that year?

BRIDGE OVER
TROUBLED WATER

ROUND TWO: CANNONBALL (Duane’s follow-up in January 1959 disappointingly only managed Number 22)
1A

1B

In a BBC TV series shown in 1958 who was the eponymous engine driver
of the Cannonball Express ?

CASEY JONES

Give the first names of the comedy double act Cannon and Ball.
(one point for one, both needed for a pass)

TOMMY and BOBBY

2A

Which instrument was played by jazz musician Julian ‘Cannonball’ Adderley? SAXOPHONE

2B

Which composer wrote the overture best known for its unusual climax
which includes a volley of cannon fire?

TCHAIKOVSKY

3A

3B

4A

4B

Published in 1614, Canonis Descriptio was a work by John Napier in
which he outlined his invention of which mathematical concept?

LOGARITHMS

In 1346, which battle in the Hundred Years War saw English cannon used
in conflict for the first time?

CRECY

Cannonball is a fictional superhero, often appearing with the X-Men in
American comic books published by which company?

MARVEL

Musket balls and small cannonballs were made by dropping molten lead
through a copper sieve from a tall structure. As it fell the lead solidified into
a spherical shape and the balls were caught in a water-filled basin. What is
the two word name of the specialist building in which this process took place?

SHOT TOWER

Spare: Annie Jump Cannon was an American astronomer who helped develop a
classification of stars according to their temperature. What letter was used
to denote the hottest stars?

Letter O

ROUND THREE: PETER GUNN (Back in the Top Ten in June 1959 with a Number 6 hit)
1A

In criminal terminology what is a Peterman?

SAFE BREAKER

1B

According to Christian history how, precisely, was St Peter put to death?

CRUCIFIED
UPSIDE DOWN

2A

Gun metal is an alloy containing which three elements?
(one point for each, all three needed for a pass)

COPPER, TIN, ZINC

2B

Gunpowder is a mixture of which three ingredients?
(one point for each, all three needed for a pass)

3A

For which football club, now in the Premiership, did the goalkeeper
Bryan Gunn spend most of his playing career (1986-98)?

NORWICH CITY

Gunn and Moore is a company famous for making what kind of sporting
equipment?

CRICKET BATS

The 17th century artist Peter Lely was appointed principal painter at the
court of which English monarch?

CHARLES II

Describe the flag known as the Blue Peter which is flown by a ship
when leaving port.

BLUE WITH A WHITE
SQUARE IN THE CENTRE

3B

4A

4B

Spares: Peter Rabbit, the creation of Beatrix Potter, had three sisters. Name them.

In Treasure Island by R.L. Stevenson, what food did the marooned sailor
Ben Gunn dream of for many a night?

POTASSIUM NITRATE
(or SALTPETRE),
CHARCOAL, SULPHUR

FLOPSY, MOPSY
and COTTONTAIL
CHEESE
(mostly toasted)

ROUND FOUR: FORTY MILES OF BAD ROAD (A Number 11 success for Duane in September 1959)
1A

1B

In the Beatles’ song A Day in the Life (with lyrics based on articles John
Lennon read in an edition of the Daily Mail) how many holes in the road
were there in Blackburn, Lancashire?

4,000

Who played Max Rockatansky in the 2015 film Mad Max: Fury Road ?

TOM HARDY

2A

In the Warner Brothers’ cartoons, which company’s products were often
used by Wile E. Coyote in his elaborate but always unsuccessful plans to
catch the Road Runner?

ACME Corporation

What is the number of the road between Grasmere and Keswick which
partially collapsed on the east side of Thirlmere following last winter’s
heavy rain and floods and is still impassable to traffic?

A591

In the series of films The Road to… starring Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and
Dorothy Lamour, what were the two African destinations they visited?
(one point for one, both needed for a pass)

MOROCCO
ZANZIBAR

Who wrote the 1957 novel On the Road, a defining work of the post-war
Beat and Counterculture generations?

JACK KEROUAC

4A

What name has been chosen for the new road linking Heysham to the M6?

BAY GATEWAY

4B

What is the name of the road which cuts across the Grand National course
at Aintree?

MELLING

2B

3A

3B

Spare: According to the proverb, the road to hell is paved with what?

GOOD INTENTIONS

ROUND FIVE: SOME KINDA EARTHQUAKE (Achieved Number 12 in December 1959)
1A

What word is used for the study of earthquakes?

SEISMOLOGY

1B

Measured on the logarithmic Richter scale, how many times more powerful
is a Magnitude 8 earthquake compared to a Magnitude 5 earthquake?

1,000
(10 x 10 x 10)

2A

What is the title of the hymn that contains the lines…
‘Speak through the earthquake, wind and fire,
O still, small voice of calm’ ?

DEAR LORD AND
FATHER OF MANKIND

Which Californian city has a Major League Soccer team called the
Earthquakes?

SAN JOSE

Name the nuclear power plant in Japan which was seriously damaged by a
tsunami triggered by a huge undersea earthquake in 2011?

FUKUSHIMA

The capital of Macedonia was badly damaged by an earthquake in 1963.
What is its name?

SKOPJE

4A

Name either the leading male or female star of the 1974 disaster film
Earthquake in which a huge earthquake destroys most of Los Angeles.

CHARLTON HESTON
or AVA GARDNER

4B

Name the author of the 1977 novel Goodbye California in which terrorists
threaten to unleash massive earthquakes by detonating atomic bombs along
geological fault lines.

ALISTAIR MacLEAN

2B

3A

3B

Spare: Which European capital city was almost totally destroyed by an earthquake
in 1755?

LISBON

ROUND SIX: BECAUSE THEY’RE YOUNG (Cruelly kept from Number 1 in July 1960 by The Shadows’ Apache)
Which footballer won the PFA Young Player of the Year award for the
2014-15 season?

HARRY KANE

Young Offenders Institutions were introduced under the Criminal Justice Act
in 1988, but special centres have existed since 1902 when the first one was
established at which village near Rochester, Kent?

BORSTAL

Which stand-up comedian and later best-selling novelist wrote the situation
comedy series The Young Ones, first shown on BBC TV in 1982?

BEN ELTON

What sort of animal is Mighty Joe Young, who first appeared in a 1949 film
of that name?

GORILLA

3A

If the male of this animal is a Hob and the female is a Jill, what is its young?

KIT (Ferret)

3B

Who composed The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra in 1946?

BENJAMIN BRITTEN

4A

In 1745, after defeating a Government army at Prestonpans, the Young
Pretender, Charles Edward Stuart, marched south into England heading
for London. Which county did he reach before turning back?

DERBYSHIRE

Brigham Young led a Mormon migration to Utah in 1847 where he founded
Salt Lake City. What is the alternative/proper name for the Mormon sect?

Church of Jesus Christ of
LATTER DAY SAINTS

1A

1B

2A

2B

4B

Spare: Who wrote the 1914 book Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man?

JAMES JOYCE

ROUND SEVEN: THEME FROM DIXIE (Number 7 in April 1961) and
DEEP IN THE HEART OF TEXAS (Number 19 in May 1962)
Created by Hanna/Barbera, Pixie and Dixie are two cartoon mice which are
chased by a cat who ‘hates those meeces to pieces’. Name the cat.

MR JINKS

In 2003 American Country Music Band the Dixie Chicks were denounced
in the USA and had their records smashed for telling a London concert
audience they were ashamed to have been born in the same state as which
prominent person?

GEORGE W. BUSH
(re invasion of Iraq)

Everton centre forward William Ralph ‘Dixie’ Dean still holds the record
for the most goals scored in one season (1927-28) in the top division of
English football. How many? (allow three either way)

60 (accept 57-63)

The term Dixie derives from surveyor Jeremiah Dixon who, with Charles
Mason, drew the Mason/Dixon line which defined the border between
which two American states? (one point for one, both needed for a pass)

PENNSYLVANIA
and MARYLAND

3A

Texas hold’em is a variation of which sort of indoor game?

POKER

3B

Which fortified Texas Mission was captured by Mexican general Santa
Anna in 1836, all its defenders being killed in the battle?

The ALAMO

Apart from George Bush, two other US Presidents were born in Texas.
Both served as President after World War Two.
Name them. (one point for one, both needed for a pass)

Dwight D. EISENHOWER
Lyndon B. JOHNSON

1A

1B

2A

2B

4A

4B

Which of the clubs in a golfer’s bag is sometimes called a Texas Wedge?

Spares: Dixieland, a style of early or hot jazz, originated at the beginning of the
20th century in which US city?
Which German directed the 1984 film Paris, Texas for which he received
a BAFTA nomination?

PUTTER

NEW ORLEANS

WIM WENDERS

ROUND EIGHT: DANCE WITH THE GUITAR MAN (Duane’s last big Sixties hit, Number 4 in November 1962)
The song Dance, Little Lady comes from the 1928 Revue This Year of Grace,
with book, lyrics and music by which English composer, born in 1899?

NOEL COWARD

Alongside which lake in the Lake District did William Wordsworth see ten
thousand daffodils ‘at a glance, tossing their heads in sprightly dance’ ?

ULLSWATER

Which French artist (1869-1954) painted a large picture called The Dance
in 1910, showing five linked dancing figures in red set against a blue sky
and green background?

Henri MATISSE

Which rare bird of prey, the emblem of the Forest of Bowland Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, is sometimes called the skydancer?

HEN HARRIER

3A

According to Matthew 14:3 in the New Testament, what did the daughter of
Herodias request as a reward for her dance performed for King Herod?

HEAD OF JOHN
THE BAPTIST

3B

Which peasant dance from southern Italy is associated with an uncontrollable
bodily movement thought to have been caused by the bite of a spider?

TARANTELLA

4A

Who composed the tone poem for orchestra entitled Danse Macabre ?

Camille SAINT-SAENS

4B

When the composer Handel was asked which dances might characterise
different European countries he suggested the minuet for France, the
saraband for Spain, etc. – and two dances for England. Name either.

HORNPIPE or
MORRIS Dance

1A

1B

2A

2B

Spare: Which 19th century Bohemian dance is characterised by three steps and a
hop in fast duple time?

POLKA

TIE BREAK ROUNDS – No connection with Duane Eddy!

ROUND ONE: AUTOBIOGRAPHIES
1A

Which footballer’s 1966 autobiography opens with the words ‘Was it a goal?’ ? GEOFF HURST

1B

Which pop singer and political activist called his 1986 autobiography
Is That It? ?

BOB GELDOF

Which TV and radio personality called his 2001 autobiography
Mustn’t Grumble ?

TERRY WOGAN

2B

Which politician called his 2011 autobiography A Journey ?

TONY BLAIR

3A

Which Poet Laureate called his 1960 autobiography Summoned by Bells ?

JOHN BETJEMAN

3B

Which Olympic double gold medallist’s 2006 autobiography was called
Black, White and Gold ?

KELLY HOLMES

4A

Which comedian’s 2010 autobiography was called Stalin ate my Homework ?

ALEXEI SAYLE

4B

Which cricket commentator called his 1990 autobiography Basingstoke Boy ?

JOHN ARLOTT

2A

Spare: Which journalist and war correspondent called her 1994 autobiography
The Kindness of Strangers ?

KATE ADIE

ROUND TWO: YORKSHIRE
1A

Which town or city is the administrative centre of West Yorkshire?

WAKEFIELD

1B

On which river does Settle stand?

RIBBLE

2A

Which prominent literary figure was Librarian at Hull University from
1955 to 1985?

PHILIP LARKIN

2B

What was the name of the brother of Charlotte, Emily and Anne Bronte?

BRANWELL

3A

Which Football League team play home matches at Bootham Crescent?

YORK CITY

3B

In which town or city was the painter David Hockney born?

BRADFORD

4A

What is the name of the ruined Cistercian abbey some three miles south-west
of Ripon?

FOUNTAINS

Which breed of sheep appears on signs for the Yorkshire Dales National Park?

SWALEDALE

4B

Spare: Yorkshire was once divided into Ridings. What does the word Riding mean?

THIRD

